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interfering. Effectively, in simple terms, it
allows you to know if someone is on your
line.The second aspect is actually providing
a key for encryption, and the latest estimate
is that such a key would be breakable on
average only once in 32,000 years.

There is yet much to learn about what
quantum can really do. Mr Stansfield added:
“The conundrum is that quantum computing
could make every code breakable whereas
quantum encryption could make every code
totally secure. Until we get to understand
quantum computing and quantum
encryption more fully, you can’t say ‘every code
is breakable’ as well as ‘every code is
unbreakable’. Quantum encryption has huge
advantages for us depending on how it can be
exploited in securing communications. But of
course that means others can do the same. It
opens up for others the ability to have more
secure communications.”

Likely end markets for quantum
communications include secure mobile phone
direct financial transactions.Phone-to-phone
banking and finance transfers are not multi-
engagement communications; they’re point-
to-point,with one quantum device talking to
another offering a secure handshake.

Mr Stansfield said: “This is an area
developing quite quickly, with lots of interest
from many sectors, and obviously government
is interested in different ways for both the
opportunity and the threat. But actually the
big drivers, as for most emerging technologies,
come from the commercial marketplace.”

Government has a special focus on
wealth creation. In January last year Science
Minister David Willets published a
document entitled The Eight Great
Technologies highlighting areas that were
important for society; on the verge of
revolution; where the UK was a leading
international research player; and that could
lead to multibillion-dollar global industries.
Chancellor George Osborne in his Autumn
Statement subsequently announced
quantum as the ‘ninth great technology’.

The UK Government is funding
university research over the next five years
to the tune of approximately £270 million,
with another £50 million flowing through
other parts of government. Quantum
research is a good example of the
importance of academia to defence.

Mr Stansfield said: “In the 1980s in
government laboratories we were doing
quantum research ourselves, but now we’re
not. Dstl’s role in quantum is more about
understanding who is doing the work in

industry and academia, and to help inform
and direct what they’re doing. We are funding
some research ourselves in collaboration with
other funders, which we are able to harness
and exploit for our own needs.

“I would suggest that from the defence side,
working more collaboratively across wider
national security partners, we are doing as
well as we can to understand where quantum
communications research is going, what it
might mean and how it might develop, and to
actively collaborate with these people.”

Dstl is also looking to develop some of
the world’s first quantum sensors and
hopes to demonstrate something
impressive in about 18 months’ time. In
precision navigation, the first
demonstration might take place within
the same 18-month timeframe with
something of real significance showcased
within five years. For quantum

computing, the timeframe could be 10-15
years. On 15 May Dstl is running a
showcase at the National Physical
Laboratory to demonstrate the work it
has been doing in precision navigation
and timing from quantum. It is an
opportunity for those operating in this
area, and in communications, to speak to
Dstl about the work to develop quantum
solutions for defence.

It looks likely that quantum
communications is something that is going

to be shaped by the wider market, with
defence utilising it for its own needs.
Communication is of real importance as the
transmission of quantum information will
form an essential ingredient of other
quantum technologies. It may well be that
the UK can position itself at the forefront of
the quantum industry.With the likes of
Toshiba, Hitachi and Nokia having their
quantum research arms in the UK, the UK’s
academic base is clearly seen as world
leading. Government is also very interested in
the potential of quantum communications
and it seems a more secure way to
communicate could be on the horizon.

Further Information
For more information, visit:

www.dstl.gov.uk and www.npl.co.uk
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uantum describes physics not
defined by classical physics
such as Newton's laws of
motion, thermodynamics and

Maxwell's equations for electromagnetism.
Quantum is all about ‘little things’ in
principle and sub-atomic behaviour in
particular. It has been studied and applied
since the 1920s, with the first quantum
revolution leading to the semiconductor
and nuclear energy. In truth, quantum led
to the internet age. Now we are on the
verge of a second quantum revolution,
with the next generation of quantum
technology promising game-changing
solutions in defence and the wider national
security sphere.

The MOD’s Defence Science and
Technology Laboratory has been interested
in quantum for a long time. Dstl’s quantum
research is split into four broad areas.

The first area is timing, and associated
with this is navigation. If time can be
measured with increased accuracy, which
quantum allows, it can lead to the
production of exceptionally accurate
navigators. Standard devices at the moment
can drift by up to a kilometre per day but
the aim with the new technology is to
reduce drift to about a metre a day.

The second area is quantum sensing,
which offers the ability to sense things like

changes in gravity. One potential result of
this is the creation of a sensor that might be
able to see through walls or the ground.

The third area is quantum computing.
Quantum computing can produce a
machine which offers much faster operating
speeds for certain problems. NASA
demonstrated one recently which solved
problems 30,000 times faster than a super
computer. Quantum computing potentially
makes available the ability to crack certain
problems, particularly in code-breaking.

The fourth area is communications, with
the focus on making communications more
secure. As Neil Stansfield, Head of Knowledge,
Innovation and Futures Enterprise at Dstl,
expressed it: “In very simplistic terms, what
quantum communications could allow us to do
is to have the ability to have an unbreakable
code and to make our communication
completely secure.”

In the area of quantum
communications, it’s interesting to note
that some of the industry’s big players, for
example Toshiba, Hitachi and Nokia, are
based in the UK. Their view is that using
quantum to enable encryption and secure
communications could be commercially
viable within 18 months, perhaps even 12
months, which is a particularly exciting
development. There are different views of
what that really means, however. Although

quantum communications has lots of
advantages it is not the case that you can
replace every system quickly, offering
universal secure communications.

Mr Stansfield explained:“The National
Physical Laboratory and BT demonstrated the
world’s first properly distributed quantum
encryption, Quantum Key Distribution.We can
communicate between about 32 different nodes
simultaneously over a distance of around 200
kilometres at speeds of up to five or six gigabits
per second, with one megabit encryption.

“If you’re looking at a mass market with
everybody talking to each other on telephone
lines, then 32 nodes is not very many. But if
you’re looking at secure communications in a
part of critical national infrastructure where
you want point-to-point communication in
areas that control the way that national
infrastructure operates, then it’s starting to
become quite interesting. If you want point-to-
point in a finance organisation then that too is
starting to become very useful.”

There are two aspects to quantum
communications.The first is that you can
send a quantum signal alongside an
information signal.This means if anybody
taps into your line to intercept your main
signal and listen to it, they will interfere with
the quantum signal.They can’t avoid doing
it, and because of the way the quantum
signal works it will know that someone is
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Quantum communications:
securing the future

“From the defence side, working more
collaboratively across wider national security
partners, we are doing as well as we can to
understand where quantum communications
research is going, what it might mean and how
it might develop”

Neil Stansfield, Head of Knowledge, Innovation and Futures Enterprise, Dstl

Quantum technology is set to offer a new secure set of solutions in communications. MOD DCB features
writer Paul Elliott caught up with Neil Stansfield, Head of Knowledge, Innovation and Futures Enterprise at
the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory to discuss quantum communications and the benefits it
can bring to defence.
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